Circle the picture.

Example

1.

2.
Listening

3.

4.
Circle the correct answer.

Example

1.
2.

3.
Circle the word that matches the picture.

Example

plant  duck

1.  beehive  strawberry
2.  rain  river
3.  plant  lake
4.  deer  rabbit
Circle the word that completes the sentence.

Example

There is  

summer winter

1. It is _________ in the  .
cold hot

2. The  is _________ inside his house.
warm cool

3. The  _________ a , , , and  to play in the  .
washes needs
Write the word that matches the picture.

Example

1. soil  sun
2. snow  water
3. desert  painting
Write a sentence about the picture.
Now close your booklet.